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In addition to performance advantages, KOBE VII System to Bryant hunters nature for inspiration, to inject the gene hunters. Hunters
pattern appears in the upper, it is like a layer of "skin" in general, at the same time to simulate the cheetah, the great white shark and
the black mamba snake image of the three hunters. 
Kobe Prelude VII applying Cubism art records Bryant won the gold medal in 2012 in London glorious moment. Mamba, Kobe Bryant
in London, wearing the number 10 shirt, and some other details of the story, which uses a cubist pattern drawn form a dynamic
combination, as mural-like show on the shoes. In the heel, the same cubist portrait of a crown ring around the digital pattern 10 (to
wearing the national team jersey atop a Bryant tribute). 
; 

Kobe Prelude Pack series with eight Bryant signature edition sneakers for the bright spot, the interpretation of the legendary Bryant
most representative classic moments behind. Eight revolutionary art movement corresponds to an important moment in Bryant's
career and collide with the integration, remodeling 8 Bryant signature edition sneakers. 
KOBE Prelude Pack will be available in limited edition Nike Store and select retailers within North America and Greater China
region. The Kobe Prelude VII will be officially listed 2014 �� 1 �� 18 �� (����). (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative
and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network ; global fashion brand network.)
; ; ; for Nike sued Adidas issue, yesterday Adidas (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Branch sent to the newspaper said in a statement that
as of yesterday 17:30, the company has not received a formal court documents . The Nike sued understanding is due to media
coverage. 
Adidas noted that the company is the official sponsor of the Chinese Football Association and the national football team, while men's
national soccer team Zheng Zhi Adidas is signing players, said the contract is fully in line with the law of the People's Republic of
China, Zheng Zhi Adidas participation conduct commercial activities in line with the contract. 

; ; ; Adidas believes that the court has not yet issued a formal notice before Nike hold a media briefing for the matter, is undoubtedly a
market speculation. Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Zhu nearly Qian communications director, told reporters that the company's
actions to protect their legitimate rights and interests. As to why the court has not yet delivered the notification Adidas, Zhu nearly
Qian said, "It is possible, Chaoyang District Court accepted until Friday, it is likely that they inform the court by mail will be sent to
Adidas, which requires a process." 

; ; ; on Friday, Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Ltd. announced in Beijing to unfair competition sued Adidas (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.
Nike's indictment, in addition to Adidas as the first defendant, but with Nike had signed an exclusive sponsorship agreement for the
national football player Zheng Zhi has become the second defendant. Nike, Adidas asked the court to stop all use of Zheng Zhi
Adidas brand image promotion activities and commercial activities.
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Real Madrid has always been a star shaped business places, before Zidane, after
David Beckham, now Bell is no exception. 

According to British media reports, the Welsh star Gareth price move to Real Madrid - Bell about to sign a new contract with Adidas,
including special shoes and sponsorship of individual players, the total value of up to several million pounds. This is less than the
distance to join Real Madrid went to a month's time. 
Starting Bell 16 years, Adidas has been with the establishment of contact. The two sides before the contract is worth only tens of
pounds, Adidas until the final year of the contract before deciding to renew. This table ��� whether Bell can become a superstar
expressed concern, because before the move to Real Madrid, Tottenham Bell effectiveness of the team did not qualify for the
Champions League, in the national team, it is difficult to Bell from Wales have the opportunity to participate in the World Cup. Bell
stage narrow limits personal development. 
everything changed, since Bell put on the Real Madrid shirt. Adidas keen sense of smell to seize renewal process, to prevent the
football star falls rival Nike camp. Real Madrid star C Lo is headed Nike's players. 
Adidas insider said, "We are confident to retain Bell, he has been very loyal to the brand, but relates to a contract need to meet the
interests of both parties. David Beckham at Real Madrid when we dealt with his contract, these experiences Bell will we renew the
great benefit "(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: Apparel IT ; global
fashion brand network.) 
.
; ; ; for Nike sued Adidas issue, yesterday Adidas (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Branch sent to the newspaper said in a statement that
as of yesterday 17:30, the company has not received a formal court documents . The Nike sued understanding is due to media
coverage. 
Adidas noted that the company is the official sponsor of the Chinese Football Association and the national football team, while men's
national soccer team Zheng Zhi Adidas is signing players, said the contract is fully in line with the law of the People's Republic of
China, Zheng Zhi Adidas participation conduct commercial activities in line with the contract. 

; ; ; Adidas believes that the court has not yet issued a formal notice before Nike hold a media briefing for the matter, is undoubtedly a
market speculation. Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Zhu nearly Qian communications director, told reporters that the company's
actions to protect their legitimate rights and interests. As to why the court has not yet delivered the notification Adidas, Zhu nearly
Qian said, "It is possible, Chaoyang District Court accepted until Friday, it is likely that they inform the court by mail will be sent to
Adidas, which requires a process." 

; ; ; on Friday, Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Ltd. announced in Beijing to unfair competition sued Adidas (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.



Nike's indictment, in addition to Adidas as the first defendant, but with Nike had signed an exclusive sponsorship agreement for the
national football player Zheng Zhi has become the second defendant. Nike, Adidas asked the court to stop all use of Zheng Zhi
Adidas brand image promotion activities and commercial activities.
; ; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] Adidas many people sought after and favorite brands, the price is cheap. Some saw
this, hire Adidas store, selling counterfeit Adidas products. Recently, Jiangjin �� � ð� verdict: Jo defendant guilty of selling
counterfeit registered trademark crimes, was sentenced to one year, suspended for two years and fined 50,000 yuan, its illegal
income shall be recovered, for involving fake Adidas items confiscated. 
Court introduced in early March 2012, Cao and Chen, Liu Moulin after consultation, partnership rent Ryu run several Jiangjin River
Street Adidas store in Times Square, and the opening of business on the 14th in the month. 
During the operation, Jo lotus pond in Chengdu, Sichuan Province Qinglong market of counterfeit Adidas wholesale goods shipped
to the aforementioned store sales. March 31, 2012, police seized in the store 313 pairs of counterfeit Adidas shoes, T-shirts (long
and short) 398, 140 tops, wrist five, including 36, 76 pants, shorts 56, Scarf 4. 
by adidas Sports (China) Co., Ltd. found that the above commodities identified as counterfeit products. 
Upon review, the goods to be seized of 22.4593 million yuan; Jo, who had sold counterfeit Adidas merchandise, sales of 13.1939
million yuan. 
The court held that the defendant ��ĳ�� others known to be counterfeit trademark goods to be sold, reap illegal profits, a relatively
large amount, his behavior constituted the sale of counterfeit registered trademark crimes. 
Currently the verdict has taken effect. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media
Partners: shoes famous network of global fashion brand network)
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics (22nd Winter Olympic Games) February 7 to 23 held,
the reporter was informed yesterday, Fujian not small businesses ride to catch the Winter Olympics. 
During 
Winter Olympics held in Zhangzhou City Zhaoan County ������ alloy plastic toys Co. posted a group Sochi specified flag
commemorative toy metal cars, arrived in Russia. It is allowed to produce a batch of Fujian enterprises Sochi authorized
commemorative products. 
reporters yesterday from the provincial foreign trade department, the Winter Olympics to the Russian export commodities less Fujian
enterprises, more Fujian enterprises by way of sponsorship, catch a ride Winter Olympics. Among them, the three provinces produce
self-sporting goods brands, into four national Olympic delegations, including my sponsor. 
Because of Fujian enterprises Anta has renewed the Chinese Olympic Committee, a "2013--2016 Chinese Olympic Committee
sports apparel partner." The Winter Olympics the Chinese delegation to accept the award and competition equipment sponsored by
ANTA. At the opening ceremony, Chinese athletes are also wearing the "Nine Dragon Wall" as champion Long serving a core
element of the approach. In addition, the Olympic delegation of New Zealand, the exclusive sponsor of the Slovenian delegation, 361
degrees is a Greek national delegations exclusive sponsor. And, like Anta, Peak and 361 degrees, respectively, provide a special
award tailored clothing and equipment for the three delegations game. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partners: shoes famous network of global fashion brand network)
Nike Roshe Run & quot; Cork & quot; individual customized version of appreciation 2013-12-08 23:23:31
As one of the hottest shoes this time, Nike Roshe Run the recent very large exposure. Therefore, custom sneakers lovers also
focused its attention to the top of the shoe, the shoe Custom side ; ; AMAC Customs then shortly before a large hot "cork" as
inspiration, this concept will be loaded to the top of Roshe Run Designers in the first half of the load on the brown shoes wood plug
material, and transformed into red Swoosh, Tell me what to evaluate how effective the work under this customized it! 

as we continued reports of this pair of Nike Air Zoom Vick 2 reminded again exposed for sale, designers followed the first year of
color and detail design, its color is inspired by the main color Falcons, red and white with the composition shoes, heel and the bottom
side of the 7 identified as that of the owner of the shoes to create a good sense of the overall battle. It is reported that the shoes have
been sold in advance in some areas, but today it is officially on sale July 17, item number 599446-10, and interested friends might
concern you.

Air Jordan 1 KO High "Chicago" on sale date is determined 2014-02-24 21:07:11
Yesterday we just had to bring this Air Jordan AJKO "Chicago" message, classic color really attract attention. According to the latest
news reports, this color will be on sale at March 15, priced at $ 140, number 638471-101, like friends do not miss. 
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< br / > ; coincides with the veteran hip-hop group Wu Tang clan members Raekwon album "only built for Cuban Linx... Pt ll" tape
issued 20 anniversary, Toms shoes packer jointly Diadora issued jointly shoes "Purple tape" as a souvenir. Taking Diadora N9000
as the benchmark, with the album cover the main color purple, with suede materials, highlight the texture. In addition, shoes details
such as tongue in addition to beyond the printed name Raekwon sign, and shoes, followed by a representative tape 1, 2 sides of the
figures also permeated with strong colors of the memorial version. It is reported that the shoe will be officially on sale this month, 20,
like a friend, please pay close attention to the release of information. (Editor: YOYO)

< p > from Hong Kong Street brand veil and well-known sports brand LINING jointly issued a CUBISM 3M shoes, this has is both the
third collaboration between the, remember before a cashew flowers series, compared to before the time of a year long, of course,
this interval is already quite fast, I believe that is the result of many cooperation tacit understanding. 

< p > this CUBISM "is specially developed Evo 001 shoes, has inherited the predecessors of the 001 classic, a total of lime, dark
two color matching. Shoes, the use of the 3M material, and in the surrounding of the shoe to be lightning lines, a strong sense of
vision. Sign at the rear side, as always, embroidered veil, which deep gray version come is more outstanding, in toe sewing thread,
the tongue of the standard cloth and heel of veil signs are used more distinctive red tint. Now this "CUBISM" shoes have been sold in
the VEIL online store, priced at 599 yuan, like friends can go to buy.
2012 years after the Nike does not seem to slow engraved air jordan 3 and create the footsteps of aj3 new color, in fact, ins and outs
have a lot of aj3 exposure on the network, and earlier large and small sites have foretold the air jordan 3 crimson edition, finally will
recently shelves on sale! 
< p > this commemorative air jordan 3 was born the 25th anniversary of the new color of the air jordan 3 predominantly black, match
with red lining, tone very classic and retro. Litchi black skin and dark gray burst pattern, with distinct red, white and black tricolor sole
and heel of the trapeze pattern, let air jordan 3 with the new morphology, part of the shoe body also used the 3M material. New
products have been identified in February 23, shelves, Sneakersaddict quotations were 170 euros (about $1768 Hong Kong dollars),
we can first consult! 

< p > Update: Air Jordan III & quot; Black & amp; bright Crimson" is now on sale in the end. And even the postage pricing & pound;
128 pounds (about 1600 Hong Kong dollars),
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